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Held at Oamaru hosted by the North Otago Club

Congratulations to Grant and Lynne Haywood and Mike Hannan
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For  a  helpful  video  to  help  you  with  the  process  of  sprouting  your  seeds  please  go

to: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J69kZFZ0_dg

President's
Patter
The  Council  President  shares  his

thoughts,  ideas  and  updates  for
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Council  President  about  issues  of

interest  to  you  as  a  breeder  and

other important communication with

the  full  membership:  If  you  have

ideas  and  thoughts  that  you  think

will benefit the future of our Society

please  do  not  hesitate  to  contact

Tony  Grinter  to  share  and  discuss

any and all thoughts and ideas.

We had a few hiccups getting the AGM organised. The only remit considered was to update

the rules to follow modern banking processes and recognise that the society finances do

not warrant the expense of a full accountant audit which can far exceed our annual surplus.

These changes were approved at the AGM in Kawerau but had not been formalised in the

rules. Also, we went through the rules and brought some of the dates into line to simplify

the  AGM  nominations  and  to  remove  some  redundant  rules  and  duplications.  These

updates where passed unanimously.

In the voting  for  the  BSNZ Council  we had one change in  that  Martin Dutchburn has

replaced Phil Hill on the council and I would like to thank Phil for his efforts while on the

Council. The position of ring registrar is now formalised on the council and Vince Huston

will remain in that role.

The benching for the Patronage Show was exceptional with one of the largest numbers of

entries this year, making up roughly half of the show. We thank the members of the North

Otago  Club for  their  hard  work  getting  this  show  and  Auction  organised.  I  know  the

numbers  of  club  members  throughout  the  country  who  are  prepared  or  able  to  help

organise a show of this size have been diminishing, so it is gratifying to see it being such a

success. It has been a couple of years since we have held our AGM in the South Island and

even longer since we have been to Oamaru. It was great to be back.

I would also like to thank our Australian Judge Kathy Manton for taking the time and

expense to come and judge the show and giving us a presentation on the Australian birds.

Without the contributions of these people we would not be able to bring you the standard

of judges and the opportunity to hear how your birds compare on the international scene.

The Society  AGM has  traditionally  been  held  in  the opposite  island to  the  Federation

National Show and to date we have followed that pattern. With the reduced number of

clubs in the South Island and the Federation now planning to hold more shows in the

North Island we are having to consider following a different model to the past and would

value your input into the best option going forward. Whether we look at a similar pattern

to the National but out of sync or if we go to alternating years, but with limited numbers of
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There seems to some interest in changing our ring issue date to the 1  of January among

many of  the  exhibitors  with  it  simplifying  breeding  records  and  creating  a  more  level

playing field between the North and South Islands, as many down south are unable to start

their season in August due to the cold. The big issue with this is that it will necessitate a

change to the CYCR class to recognise birds up to 18 months as birds bred after December

are generally not old enough to compete on the bench.

The other  change that  many of  you will  have heard about is  that  there  is  a  wholesale

change of  members  on the  Federation committee  coming at  the  National  in  Huntly.  I

think, at  this  stage,  we need to take a  wait  and see  position rather than any dramatic

reaction.  The  important  thing  is  that  we  need  to  work  on  gaining  more  autonomy to

control our own affairs, particularly the timing of our AGM and Patronage Show. It would

be good to have a designated weekend each year that we could hold our Show in the middle

of the show season without having to find an accommodating Club in the correct island

with an acceptable Show date to work with.

I look forward to catching up with many of you at the National and good luck with your

showing and the start to the breeding season.

Tony Grinter

President Budgerigar Society of New Zealand
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BSNZ Budgie-Only Show

Dear Members of the BSNZ,

The subject of holding a "budgie-only" show seems to come up on a regular basis and the

BSNZ would be interested in canvassing the opinion, of all members, on this idea. So that

such a show does not interfere with the current Federation Show cycle, and as a trial, I

would like to make the suggestion that we target late March or early April as a possible

time frame to aim for. It would seem that in other parts of the world budgerigar shows are

held all year round and interested exhibitors aim to have their birds in condition for the

shows that they are keen to attend. Certainly, my birds were in better condition in late

March this year than they were a few weeks later at the beginning of the traditional show

season. 

As I see it, we already have either the Colour Breeders Show or the Auckland Budgie Show,

as one budgie-only show each year and the addition of one other such show would add to

this Show in a very positive manner. 

There  would  be  many  factors  to  consider  before  approaching  Clubs  or  individuals

regarding possible venues, and the first thing to be done is to canvas the opinion of all

members  of  the  BSNZ to  see  if  there  is  genuine  interest  in  such a  concept.  If  you  are

someone  who  has  an  interest  in  furthering  the  idea  of  a  BSNZ  budgie-only  show  to

complement what we already have, then we would LOVE to hear from you. Please send

your responses C/- the Editor so that your ideas can be shared with all members in the next

Bulletin. sheryl@barons.co.nz

Regards,

Dave Ingoe

The following report was tabled at the Annual General Meeting held at Oamaru over the

weekend of 22/23 June 2019. 

Change to the Ring Issue Date
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date from 1 August to 1 January

I believe the society should canvas the membership on this issue.

Having given this some thought over the year I’m of the opinion that for the issue date of 1

January to be effective this would need to be done in conjunction with re-establishing the

Young Bird Class.

Vince Huston

Ring Registrar

Budgerigar Society of NZ

Should you have an opinion on this matter please send your responses C/- the Editor so

that your ideas and opinions can be shared with all members in the next Bulletin.

Macrorhabdus ornithogaster –
An Update for Budgerigar

Breeders

Dr Hamish Baron
Bachelor of Veterinary Science (Hons)

MANZCVS (Avian Health)
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impacts many members, and here he discusses the current state of hs research for

the interest and education of all members.

Macrorhabdus ornithogaster is still commonly referred to as megabacteria or megabac. It

has, however, been nearly 30 years since the organism was identified as a yeast rather than

a bacteria and so this name is misleading. I  have spent the last  four years carrying out

research  on this  yeast  that  causes  significant  losses  to  aviculturists.  Disease  caused  by

“Macro” has a very characteristic set of signs and these should be evaluated and assessed

by any breeder experiencing disease in their aviary.

What signs to look out for:

Skinny birds with a sharp keel bone

Skinny birds sitting in the seed container and eating ravenously

Grinding of seed into a fine powder at the bottom of the seed dish

Dark black tarry droppings

Death

How do you tell if your birds are infected?

Visit  a  veterinarian  with  experience  in  avian  medicine  and  they  will  perform  a

microscopic examination of the droppings of some affected birds.

We have just written a scientific paper evaluating the best testing method and this is

shown below, using a special  float technique gives the best chance of finding the

yeast in the droppings.

Figure 1. A pictorial representation of the macro suspension technique; 0.3 ml of 0.9% sodium chloride is

placed in a microcentrifuge tube with 0.5g of faeces. Care must be taken to avoid including the uric acid

portion of  the  droppings.  The lid  is  closed and a  slurry  formed by shaking the  microcentrifuge tube

manually  for  20  seconds.  The  slurry  was  placed  in  an  upright  position  for  three  seconds  to  allow

particulate matter to settle, prior to removing 0.06 ml from the meniscus using a 1 ml syringe and a drop

placed on a cover microscope slide, covered with a cover slip for analysis.

The yeast grows only at one region of the gastrointestinal tract; between the two stomachs

of the bird (the proventriculus and ventriculus). This location is the reason it causes the

signs of illness that it does, with the birds failing to absorb nutrients from the food, but also
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The most frustrating thing about Macro is that it is very difficult to treat. I have spent the

last three years running trials with infected budgies and chickens to try and establish the

best treatment, and to date, we have been unsatisfied with the treatment successes. The

mainstay of treatment previously is a drug called amphotericin B, which is very expensive

and also very unstable in the environment, making treatment difficult and, in my two trials,

unsuccessful.

What we do know, is that prevention is much better than trying to treat this nasty yeast.

Checking birds that are coming into your aviary, before they are introduced, can help to

keep this out, but it is very likely that most aviaries in New Zealand already have birds that

are “subclinical” meaning they are infected, but do not show signs of disease. The birds

develop disease  during  periods of  stress;  moving house,  breeding,  over-showing,

running out of food, exposure to very long periods of light, overcrowding or

malnutrition. This means that it is exceptionally important to have your birds in the best

possible shape, in a low-stress environment in order to prevent outbreaks. It is transmitted

between birds by contaminated food, water or from droppings on the floor of the aviary

being eaten, so it is essential that during an outbreak, the environment is kept as clean as

possible and the birds do not have access to the floor of the cage.

If you do think you have an issue, early consultation with a skilled avian veterinarian will

help to confirm your diagnosis and will enable you to make plans for ridding your birds of

this frustrating and debilitating disease.

This is what Macrorhabdus
ornithogaster looks like when I am

growing it in the laboratory (outside the
bird)

Three of my research hens in Australia with the seed container in their research cage.
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Kathy Manton, Judge, reports on
her Patronage Show experience

Here is the report written for the Hills District Branch BSNSW Inc.June Newsletter by
Kathy Manton who judged the Champion budgies at our BSNZ Patronage Show.

Thanks to the Hills District and Kathy Manto for sharing this article with us!
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Egg Binding
David N. Phalen, DVM; PhD.

Avian Reptile and Exotic Pet Hospital
University of Sydney

415 Werombi Road, Camden, NSW 2570
Reprinted with kind permission from the BRASEA Winter, 2019 Bulletin and Dr Phalen

It is the breeding season again and my clinic is seeing an increase in the number of birds that are
presenting with egg binding. I don’t know for certain, but it would seem likely to me that most
budgerigar breeders have had hens with egg binding. So what exactly is egg binding, when is it
most likely to occur and what is the cause of it?

Egg binding is when an egg is formed, but the bird cannot lay it. The main reasons for egg binding
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damage or disease of her reproductive tract that interferes with egg laying.

Budgerigars,  like  all  birds,  prepare  for  egg  laying  by  depositing  calcium  in  a  layer  of  easily
reabsorbed bone prior to the onset of laying. When the egg begins to form, there is a massive need
for calcium and some of this bone is broken down releasing calcium to the blood which is then
incorporated into the egg. The calcium lost to the egg shell needs to be rapidly replaced in a laying
bird. Birds that have multiple clutches or those that are not provided with adequate calcium are
most at risk for developing low blood calcium levels. When calcium levels fall, the shell does not
form properly or does not form at all and the muscles of the oviduct cannot contract forcefully
enough to expel the egg, because their function is also impacted by the low blood calcium.

When a hen cannot expel an egg many secondary problems develop. Most are the result of the
continuous presence of the egg in the abdomen. Eggs are big, relative to the budgerigar and are
not meant to remain in the abdomen for more than a few hours. When they are retained, they put
pressure on the kidneys and the intestines and collapse the air sacs interfering with the normal
functions of these organs and, in particular, compromising breathing.

The signs of an egg bound bird, are a fluffed up bird that may be down at the bottom of the cage.
The bird may have a distended abdomen and hold its legs further apart. Because of the air sac
compression, often the birds have an increase respiratory rate and a tail bob. In some situations,
the cloaca and part of the oviduct have prolapsed and these structures containing the egg are
hanging out through the vent.

What can be done to help an egg bound bird? Over the years,  I  have heard some remarkable
recommendations about treating egg bound birds. One was to steam the bird by holding it over a
tea kettle. This will only burn the bird and also your hand. Another common recommendation that
I hear regularly is to give the bird paraffin oil orally or putting it into the cloaca. Given that the egg
is in the oviduct and not in the digestive tract, this will not work either.

Egg bound birds have low blood calcium, are dehydrated, and often are not eating, so their body is
lacking in energy. For the best chance of survival, all these problems need to be addressed in the
egg bound bird.  At our hospital,  we generally  give  the birds injectable  calcium, subcutaneous
fluids, and support the bird with heat and sometimes oxygen. When it is more stable, we will
attempt to express the egg. This is done by gently pushing on the egg and partially prolapsing the
oviduct out through the cloaca. The cloaca lining is very thin and the egg can be seen through it.
The opening from the oviduct into the cloaca is next identified and the opening enlarged by gently
pushing back on the cloaca lining with a lubricated cotton bud.

In most cases this results in the egg being delivered with minimum damage to the bird. After the
egg is delivered, birds are treated with tube feeding,  if  they do not immediately  begin eating,
antibiotics and calcium supplementation.

It is best for hens that have become egg bound not to continue breeding, as their oviduct has been
damaged and to rest from breeding until the next  breeding season. To get these hens to stop
laying, we give them a series of hormone injections and take out their nest box and separate them
from the male.
What  can  you  do  if  you  have  a  bird  that  is  egg  bound?  The  best  choice  is  to  take  it  to  an
experienced avian veterinarian. If this is not an option, putting the bird in a hospital cage with an
air temperature above 30 C, giving the bird oral calcium, and possibly attempting to rehydrate it
with an oral electrolyte solution, may in some cases allow the bird to lay. Actually expressing the
egg, may be possible for some experienced breeders, but is not recommended for someone who
has not seen this done before.

Many things can go wrong with the egg bound bird. The longer the bird has been egg bound the
more critical its condition is. In some cases, there is an infection in the oviduct, in others the egg
may collapse on its own, and in others it is possible for the egg to go back up the oviduct and end
up in the abdomen. Obviously these eggs cannot be passed and must be removed surgically. The
most common complication that I see is when the oviduct prolapses with the egg in it and it is not
recognized by the owner straight away. The lining of the cloaca and the oviduct then dry out and
die. At this point we cannot save these birds and they must be euthanised.

Not all birds with a swollen abdomen are egg bound. I see many budgerigars that the owners think
are  egg  bound,  but  are  not.  These  birds  may  have  hernias,  cancer,  a  fluid  build-up  in  their
abdomen, or may simply be obese.

In the end, the best treatment of egg binding is to prevent it from happening in the first place. This
means feeding a diet with adequate calcium to your breeding birds, keeping them fit, and limiting
the number of clutches that each hen produces. If you are having many birds that become egg
bound, then a careful review of your husbandry practices is indicated.
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This illustration demonstrates the journey that is made by an egg on its way to being
laid by the hen

A Look at Budgerigar Winners
from Shows Across the Nation 

April and May 2019

TIMARU SHOW
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TAURANGA SHOW

Best Budgerigar in Show            Best CYCR Budgie in Show
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Best Opp. Sex. Budgie in Show Best Novice Budgie in Show

PALMERSTON NORTH SHOW

Best Novice Budgie in Show Best CYCR Budgie in Show
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                                Best Budgerigar in Show

DUNEDIN SHOW
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    Best Budgerigar in Show Best Novice Budgie in Show

HASTINGS SHOW

    Best Budgerigar in Show Best CYCR Budgie in Show
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          Best Novice CYCR Best Novice Budgie in Show

HAMILTON SHOW

          Best Novice CYCR Best Novice Budgie in Show
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Best Budgerigar in Show

LEVIN SHOW
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Best Budgerigar in Show

PIAKO SHOW
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          Best Budgie in Show Best CYCR Budgie in Show

  Best Novice Budgie in Show Best CYCR Novice in Show

ASHBURTON SHOW
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         Best Budgie in Show Best CYCR in Show
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        Best Novice in Show Best CYCR Novice in Show

It is Time for the Annual Bird
Census

Ends 7th July

The Garden Bird Survey is on now and
ends 7th July. Please spread the word and
get your fellow Club members involved in
this  annual  ‘census’  of  NZ’s  birds.  For
more information click on the link at left
and be a part of this annual check on the
health  of  the  bird  populations  in  New
Zealand. To be a part of this Garden Bird
Survey hover over the picture at right and
go  straight  to  the  link!  Complete  the
survey at a time to best suit you and your
situation.
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The Bird World Beyond Our Shores
With each edition of the Bulletin we include a small section that helps members
of the BSNZ to look further afield than their own backyard. This month we take
a peek at some rare varieties at the U.K.'s 2018 Specialist and Rare Variety
Open Show. 

This edition we take a look at a few of the winning birds from the UK's 30th Specialist
and Rare Variety Open Show from 2018. Ghalib Al-Nasser reports that this Show

was another success with an increase in entry and more exhibitors than the previous
year. The total entry was 659 from 49 exhibitors and 501 birds were benched. We

have breeders concentrating, at least some of their efforts, on the rare varieties and
the winners are presented here for the interest of all members but especially those

who are working to improve the show standard of some of these birds.
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TopFlite Is New Zealand's Exclusive

VetaFarm Products Supplier

 Top Flite has been supplying New Zealand consumers with
VetaFarm

products for four months now and this is an enormous benefit
for members of Bird Clubs in New Zealand. If your Club is not

selling TopFlite seed, you need to introduce the concept,so that
you can have your Veta Farm products delivered alongside your
monthly seed order. This is an outstanding benefit for members

of Federation Bird Clubs and is a real incentive for bird
breeders to join local Clubs.

Vetafarm are one of the world’s leading brands in bird
nutrition. TopFlite sees that the VetaFarm range of highly

specialised pelletised food and nutritional supplements as being
very complementary to their natural range of quality seed and

treats.
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Best Budgie in Show -- Geoff and Jill Callister
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